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EDITORIAL

But what is the impulse that must 
have coursed through his veins as 
he composed his lyrical, politically 
explosive masterpiece - when he 
must have known it would provoke, 
perhaps fatally, the fury of a fearsome, 
repressive state? 

Albert Camus’ Sisyphus (“The Myth 
of Sisyphus”) is the “absurd” hero 
who defiantly keeps hauling a heavy 
rock up the mountain almost to the 
summit, only for it to roll back down 
again; and then, Sisyphus would start 
over again… and again, … and so the 
cycle would repeat; and for Camus, 
this act of defiance by itself, repeated 
in the face of intolerable pain and 
disappointment, was the very essence 
of his brilliantly conceived, “absurd 
hero.”

But the suffering artist cannot be 
considered to be this type of hero at 
all - or else, the sum total of his or 
her existence would be the adversity 
itself! Instead of the deaf Beethoven 
writing songs and symphonies of 
incomparable beauty, the Beethoven 
of Camus’ Sisyphus would not have 
composed at all - or else, composed a 
babble of clashing, “absurd” sounds. 
Instead, the suffering artist, 
notwithstanding the heavy rock of 
adversity, succeeds in conquering the 
summit and is thence blown aloft by 
eternal winds, the rock meanwhile, 

Human suffering, never far from 
the surgeon’s universe, seems to 
tread softly upon the soul of the 

artist, the physician-poet or novelist... 
and from the blood-soaked fields of a 
pointless war there emerge poppies 
blowing back to Canada and the 
world, fragrant, from Flander’s fields. 

Or perhaps the heavily trod winepress 
of adversity works out a different, 
vintage and sparkling purpose in the 
life of the physician-artist. It is not so 
much that the physician-artist feels 
suffering less as that he or she is able 
to use it more, much more, to eternal 
purposes. 

No doubt this is no sole purview 
of physicians and the greatest epic 
poem in our language was written by 
a recently blind poet, not a physician, 
suffering from frequent episodes of 
gout, as he wrote of paradise and its 
loss and of “justifying the ways of 
God to men …” We are the poorer as 
a people and civilization that what 
was once required reading is no 
longer widely read, but Milton seems 
to confront every generation with 
a new message of hope; and upon 
this, the 350th anniversary year of its 
publication, the celebrated Oxford 
professor, John Carey has brought out 
a superb, accessible version of the 
blind poet’s immortal poem - “The 
Essential Paradise Lost.”

Nor must we assume that the 
triumphant use of suffering by the 
physician-writer or artist is confined 
to the English speaking world. 
Russia’s magnificent literary cannon 
was itself conceived and created in 
a harsh climate, not at all unlike our 
own in Canada, much of it before the 
era of central heating and motorized 
transport. Dr. Anton Chekhov’s difficult 
and deprived childhood is well 
documented by his biographers. He 
began exhibiting the symptoms and 
signs of tuberculosis - then a death 
sentence - soon after he qualified 
as a physician in 1884. And most of 
his greatest work, including his most 
consequential plays and short stories 
were completed after this time. 

The protagonist of Boris Pasternak’s 
Nobel prize winning novel is a 
doctor… and a well-loved poet. Almost 
as inevitably, Dr. Zhivago’s “Lara 
Poems” in the novel are written in a 
time of revolution, upheaval, loss and 
dislocation - and out of Russia’s almost 
limitless capacity for suffering there 
arises here, as everywhere in Russian 
literature, a magnificent testament to 
the creative resilience of the suffering 
artist. Persecuted and hounded by 
the Communist authorities for most 
of his career, Pasternak was refused 
a return passage to Russia if he 
were to travel to Oslo to receive his 
Nobel prize (he declined the trip). 

Francis Christian, FRCSEd, FRCSC
Department of Surgery
University of Saskatchewan
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having done its work as servant to a 
higher purpose.

Such a purpose, perhaps, as that 
which enveloped John Keats in his 
“miraculous year” of 1819 - during 
which virtually all his celebrated 
poems were written. Not long before 
embarking on this year, his surgical 
training had taught him to recognize 

Francis Christian
Editor-in-Chief

that “captain of the men of death” 
(tuberculosis) in his younger brother, 
Tom, whom he lovingly nursed 
throughout his illness. Tom died in his 
arms in December of 1818; and the 
disease that had claimed his mother 
and made him an orphan almost a 
decade ago had struck again. Close 
on the heels of Tom’s fatal illness, his 
poetry had been savagely criticized 

by an eminent literary journal. He was 
23 years old, practically penniless and 
living with friends - and also achingly 
in love with his neighbour, Fanny 
Brawne. 

By the beginning of the summer 
of 1819, he had written most of 
his immortal odes, including “To A 
Nightingale,” and “Ode on a Grecian 
Urn.” Neither these, nor most of his 
other poems of “the miraculous 
year” are addressed to Fanny … or 
to romantic love, or to new-found 
joy … but rather to transience, grief, 
permanence and beauty.

Already resigned to the likelihood 
of himself contracting tuberculosis, 
he calmly recognized definite signs 
of the disease in himself (July 1819). 
One morning, noting a drop of blood 
on his bedsheet, he said to his friend 
Charles Brown, “bring me the candle, 
Brown. Let me see this blood.” Both 
men looked intensely at it. Then Keats, 
the trained surgeon looked up at his 
friend and said, “I know the colour of 
that blood; it is arterial blood. I cannot 
be deceived in that colour. That drop 
of blood is my death warrant. I must 
die.” In October of the same year, he 
wrote another one of the greatest 
poems in our language, “To Autumn.” 

Readers of this and other issues of the 
Journal of The Surgical Humanities 
will note many examples of the 
medical student, resident or physician 
creating works of art from adversity. 
Never far from suffering themselves, 
they have transformed it to eternal 
purposes.
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November, 1954, Weston General, Somerset: 
HOSPITAL #1
I stand rigid in the doorway. She’s propped in bed in the 
surgical ward’s private room. Her faded yellow nightie 
highlights her pallor. Her freckled hands rest lightly, so 
lightly, on the single sheet spread across her tummy. She 
forces a smile. My forbidden twelve-year-old tears jerk free.

The night of her cremation, dreams haunt me. Of you 
carving her open like the Christmas turkey, jamming giant 
fingers into her, grasping those malevolent growths. I hear 
your voice, resigned, shrugging to your assistant:  

“Close her up. Monofilament nylon. I’ll check on her 
tonight.” 

Do you breathe relief that she’s inoperable, saving you 
hours of toil? Later, do you stand aloof, feign the facts? 

Or do you sit at her bedside, clasp her hand? Murmur the 
truth, the full and awful truth? Wrapping it in words of 
solace? 

You who are as intimate with her entrails as my father with 
her sex? 

January, 1964, St Bartholomew’s, London 
University: HOSPITAL #2
Fifth year of med school, initiation to Accident & 
Emergency. Snow bounces off the fast-flapping plastic 
doors, the frozen air lifting my skinny half-coat. A&E 
opens onto Smithfield Meat Market, distribution point 
of carcasses from Europe’s length and breadth for a 
millennium. 

A twenty-four-seven operation, so the pubs stay open all 
night. Outside The Dog and Duck, the meat porters have 
laid down tools. After ten-hour stints of cleaving whole-

Dr. John Graham Pole
Professor Emeritus of Pediatrics, Oncology and Palliative Care 
College of Medicine, University of Florida

hogs, tossing half-cows onto massive steel meat hooks, 
they’re downing pints like the fonts are running dry. 

Five AM: an inebriated member of their guild staggers in. 
His right thumb dangles where his chopper’s sliced it like 
a twig. 

Now, what do I recall of the structural attachments of the 
human pollex? 

I struggle for fifty minutes to re-oppose the vital organ 
to its pulped-up palm, knowing my fledgling efforts for 
a botch. The booze’s anesthetic effects endure, though 
this scion of Agincourt would concede no pain were he 
stone-cold sober. The staff nurse coaxes me to rouse the 
on-call house surgeon, notorious for his scathing jibes at 
our woebegone student bungling, and for his deflowering 
of nurse probationer virgins. I press him to sally forth 
grudgingly from his love nest. He drops one cursory 
eye upon my handiwork—one misshapen member—and 
pronounces for all Smithfield to hear:  

“Whatever you do, don’t take up surgery!” 

With this penetrating bon mot, and a lustful leer at 
staff’s willowy form in starched white pinafore over 
Newcastle blue frock, he struts back to his bower of bliss. 
Astoundingly, the thumb resumes its pristine function, the 
gaudy, jagged wrist-to-index scar a proud memento. 

July, 1970, Jenny Lind Children’s, Norfolk: 
HOSPITAL #3
Pediatric Internship: I take in the higgledy-piggedly 
scatter of surgical beds. A toddler advances, arms stretched 
skywards, a study in mute entreaty. 

How did I get to be twenty-seven and never cradle a child? 

I drop to a clumsy kneel, spare a thought for my new three-

ENCOUNTERS
WITH SURGEONS
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piece pinstripe. He clambers into my arms and presses his 
sticky bib (ice cream? spaghetti loops?) against my old-
school tie. The worldly-wise nursing sister ruffles his curls.

“One of your theatre cases for tomorrow, doctor.” 

Theatre? As in Operating Theatre? 

The words—“Whatever you do, don’t take up surgery!”—
echo in my ears. She regards me doubtfully over half-
glasses, sensing my concern. 

“Circs, my love. Don’t look so worried, they’ll show you how.”

“I thought they did those at birth?”

“Oh, they’re much choosier nowadays, dear. Only do the 
essentials. Phimosis, that sort of thing.” 

Eight AM: I’m the only possible surgeon in sight. Blanking 
on the requisite scrub time, I soap from finger tips to 
armpits for twelve minutes, then push backward into the 
operating room, an initiate at this dance. I sense some 
impatience to strike up the band as I take my place at 
table, contemplate the sleeping tot beneath the gas man’s 
eye. 

I feel hands fumbling behind me, twist my head. Are my 
trousers slipping down? I breathe relief as the circulating 
nurse closes my gown, fastens it at waist and neck, and 
opens the glove wrapper like a book. I grasp and don the 
contents. She withdraws.  Her scrubbed-in partner anoints 
the tiny penis with Betadine and encases the whole in 
sterile green, leaving me a two-inch operating field. She 
hands me a minuscule scalpel, then breaks the silence.

“Probably didn’t know to expect this. Fear not, I’ve trained 
a few interns in my time.”

I look up from contemplation of my patient’s willy, sense 
the smirk beneath the mask, take in the wisp of white hair 
escaping beneath the cap. 

Nurses training doctors? Is this even legal?

“You’re going to slit his foreskin open, doctor. Right here.”

She guides me as I snip tentatively along the tiny pecker. 

“Push back with your fingers, so just his little knob sticks 
out. The business end, you could say.” 

Am I cutting off this mite’s future pleasure? I sense a 
disturbing intimacy between us: motherly nurse; little boy’s 
appendage; and me. I comply as she plucks a diminutive 
plastic ring from her surgical arsenal. 

“Now draw the foreskin over this.” Her practiced hands 
continue to guide me. “Now, tie this ligature to staunch the 
blood when you chop it off.  The foreskin, I mean, not the 
whole organ.”

Is she trying to lighten things up? Sweat’s trickling down 
my forehead as I pull the nylon tight, flashing back to that 
bloody misshapen thumb. Penis and thumb much of a 

size. She hands me pint-sized surgical scissors; I can just 
squeeze finger and thumb tips through the loops. 

“Now, the coup de grace! Lop it off!” 

The tiny integument drops to her waiting basin. She 
cocoons the remaining member in bandages, just the 
meatus peeking out.

“Well done, doctor!” 

“Can’t claim much credit.” 

“Nonsense! See one, do one, teach one. You’ll be a pro in 
no time.”

March, 1974, Yorkhill Children’s, University of 
Glasgow: HOSPITAL #4
Come the dawn, I’ll be delivering my debut lecture to a 
national jury of my peers—five-hundred members of the 
British Paediatric Association. 

Will I sleep tonight? 

I take up the dog-eared pages of my speech, switch on 
my portable projector, scan four years of research: a 276-
page doctoral dissertation compressed into twenty slides. 
I’ve got it down word-for-word, but my mind’s jerking like 
washing in a windstorm. 

I’ll just run through it once more…

Two-thirty AM: I drop into an edgy slumber, replete with 
dreams of serried ranks in dim lit halls. Over breakfast, a 
paternal hand drops onto my acromial process. I twist my 
head. Dr W., our children’s surgeon, is grinning at me, a grin 
like a troll’s. 

“Ah think I’ll gi’ tha’ wee talk of yoors a miss, Johnnie. I 
was in the room nex’ door, heerd it more than a few times 
through the early hours. Reckon I could gi’ it missen!” 

My blush mounts from chest to forehead. 

Why the hell didn’t he bang on the wall and shut me up? 
Did he lose beauty sleep simply to make a monkey of me 
over my eggs and bacon? 

With a light clap on my scapula, he’s gone, leaving me to 
sally forth, stand before the podium and wow the hallowed 
hordes. 

January, 1979, Rainbow Babies & Children’s, Case 
Western Reserve University: HOSPITAL #5
“High-grad osteo. Biopsy confirms it.” 

My first encounter with Dr M., our orthopedist. He taps 
his forefinger on the telltale lesion on the Xray screen. I 
read her name off the film: Brandy. The cancer has totally 
replaced the fourteen-year-old’s humeral head, extends 
halfway down the shaft. 
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Encounters with Surgeons... by John Graham Pole

“But this girlie has an unusual problem. Been deaf from 
birth, relies entirely on sign language. Amputation’s the 
gold standard, of course. But what’s your experience with 
limb salvage? You’ve got good drugs to shrink these 
bastards, don’t you?”

“Never done one. But yes, we could give the chemo upfront, 
make your job easier, maybe even save her hand. You 
leaning that way?”

“All for it, if you’re game.”

I feel a flush of excitement. “I’d love to try it. Have you 
talked to her family?”

“Briefly. If your drugs work, I’ll resect the thing in toto, 
insert a titanium implant, reattach arm to shoulder. Bingo.”

I’m warming to him, wondering what makes him tick. 

Could we chat over coffee?  Do surgeons chat? Or just 
make a virtue of eternal busyness?

He’s heading for the door. Over his shoulder, “They’re 
checking into clinic in the morning. See you there.”

Dr M. stands silent in the window as I examine Brandy. 
Her arm’s tumescence stretches from shoulder to elbow, 
mirroring the xrays. I eye the sheen of dread coating her 
face, hazard a smile, then turn to Mom. 

“Mrs Andrews, you understand Brandy’s condition? And the 
possible treatments?”

“Yes, doctor. Usually you’d…take away her arm. Amputate.” 
She stumbles over the word, her eyes damp, her words 
hanging dense in the air. “But you could give Brandy your 
drugs first, then you mightn’t have to?”

“Yes, that’s what we’re hoping. But we’ve never had anyone 
in Brandy’s…situation. And it’s very new treatment, we can’t 
make promises. It may not work well enough to save her 
hand. How does Brandy communicate—with both hands?”

Is Brandy lip-reading all this?

Mom swallows, fixes her look upon her daughter. “Perhaps 
she could learn to use just her left. But it would be like a 
whole new language.” She brings the backs of two knuckles 
to her eyes to wipe tears. “Do you want me to ask her?”

“Yes, I’d very much like to know what Brandy thinks.”

The signing goes back and forth long minutes, neither 
hiding their distress. Mom turns back to me.

“It’d be hard, doctor, very hard.” She glances at Dr M., as 
though to draw him in. He nods silent affirmation. “But we 
want you to try.” 

“Thank you, Mrs Andrews. I’m sorry to upset you both. This 
is a very hard time.” I lean back in my chair. “We’ll get the 
chemo started right off. You can stay with Brandy.”

Two months and four chemo courses later, Brandy’s 
shoulder and upper arm has shrunk to almost normal size. 
She can brush her hair—what’s left of it. I’ve learned a few 
sign words and letters, though I can’t translate the sounds 
she makes. Two weeks after the last course, Dr M. calls me 
again. I head downstairs at the double to where he’s once 
more peering at the screen.

“Better than I’d hoped. The whole deal looks dead as 
potato chips. I’m putting her on my list for Thursday.” 

I gape at the films, dumbstruck. “Next Thursday. Yes, sure. 
Her counts are back up, and everything else is good.” 

Four days later, Brandy’s arm is encased in a cast from 
shoulder to wrist, her fingers swollen to twice their 
normal size. But she’s signing to Mom with both hands. 
And I’d read the path report: A hundred-percent necrotic 
bone.   

December, 1985, Shands, University of Florida: 
HOSPITAL #6
Dr D. dials back the lumens on the ’scope. I can no longer 
hold my eye open. He can no longer see anything through 
my tears. 

“I don’t know what the heck I’m looking at, John. Infection, 
for sure, but it beats me what. You wear contacts?”

“Yeah, till last week. Not any more—can’t go near them.” My 
eyes are clamped shut against the glaring overhead lamp.

“Sorry, I’ll dim it. Photophobia’s hell.” 

We sit together in shadow. He lays a hand on my arm. 

“Your contacts could be the culprit. I’ll see you back daily 
till I nail it. Real sorry you’re hurting, man. We’ve got good 
eye patches, better than Walmart’s.  And anesthetic drops, 
along with the antibiotics. I’ll get you all you need.”

Thanks, doctor. For laying on your hand. For saying, I don’t 
know. 

Acanthamoeba keratitis. The diagnosis takes him two 
weeks. Fourteen days studying photos in every tome he can 
lay his hands on. Consulting colleagues across the country. 
Having every member of the Ophthalmology faculty check 
me out. He tries eye drop after eye drop, settles for PHMB1 
and Brolene. Then the eye bank in Atlanta calls. 

“They’ve got a cornea for you, John. It’ll be here tomorrow. 
I’m admitting you stat, stepping up the drops to hourly.”

I wake through twilight anaesthesia, reach my arms up 
through the haze to hug him. Grin idiotically at my goof.

“Thought you were Sheila,” my voice slurs.

“I talked to her.” His face is close, inspecting his handiwork. 
“No sign of the parasite, man.” 
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Dr.  John Graham-Pole is Professor Emeritus of Pediatrics, Oncology and Palliative 
Care at the College of Medicine, University of Florida and a founding member of 
Arts Health Antigonish. After completing his training in England, he has worked 
in both Canada and the USA.

Prof. Graham-Pole is the author of several books and articles and is a recognized 
essayist, poet and short-story writer. His recent works include the books, “Illness 
and the Art of Creative Self Expression,” “Quick – a Pediatrician’s Illustrated 
Poetry” and “Physical” (winner of the William Carlos Williams Award); and essays 
and short stories in such Journals as : Yale Journal of Humanities, CMAJ and 
Journal of Palliative Medicine.

I’m back at work two weeks later. I was certain I’d lose the 
eye, it would spread to the other one, I’d be blind, never 
work again.

Thanks, Bill.

May, 1995, Yale-New Haven: HOSPITAL #7
I lunch with Dr S. at his wife’s off-campus café. 

“I’ve got time to sit and chat, now I’m retired. When I’m 
not bussing and loading dishes.” His voice is a light caress. 
“I had to do it. At fifty-eight, I was getting up at four AM 
to pen a few pages before heading to work. So—no more 
operating for me, just writing about them. And other 
things.”

Later, at my lecture, I read them the poem about speaking 
truth to children. How I’d told Jamie, an eight-year-old 
with cancer, that he was going to die. How his parents 
had wanted him to know, wanted no conspiracy of silence 
between the three of them. How his Mom had approached 
me, diffident but resolute: “Could you tell Jamie, doctor?” 
How Jamie had howled for three long minutes at the 
finality of my words. How he’d then spied Mom’s tears, and 
mine, stopped his own on an in-breath. How he’d opted to 

play the stand-up comic, offer his wry observation on my 
messy office: 

“Didn’t your mom teach you to pick up after yourself?” 

Did my candor free him to run this gamut of emotion from 
tears to laughter? And was that good? 

Afterwards, you approach me. “Sorry—I couldn’t do that. 
Surgeons are really softies, you know. Tell the truth but tell 
it slant, that’s me. My failure perhaps.” 

Confessions of a knife?2

He adds, his soft tones beguiling, free of accusation, 
“Perhaps you worked up to it?” 

“Yes. Yes, I beat about the bush a bit, before I came to it.”

Thank you, Richard. No softie, you. Just a gentle man.

REFERENCES:
1. Polyhexamethylene Biguanide (Baquacil).
2. Richard Seltzer (1979). Confessions of a Knife. Simon & 
Schuster.
3. Pancreaticoduodenectomy—the Whipple procedure. 

Dear Surgeons, 
You arouse my awe, my vexation, my diffidence. Thirty years a professor, in your 
presence I’m once more the callow twelve-year-old. Your tight-lipped competence daunts 
me. You relish thinking on your feet; I hate it. I’m a klutz with a scalpel; you stand ten 
hours for a Whipple3, feet no longer your own, take silent pride in those endless hours. 


